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Reliance Matrix Partners with Zywave, an Insurance Tech Company 
Providing Innovative, Cloud-Based, Digital Agency Management Systems 
to Brokers 

 

 
Philadelphia, PA  – August 3, 2023 Reliance Matrix, a leading absence and employee benefits company, has 
partnered with insurance tech company Zywave, the leading provider of cloud-based, digital agency 
management systems for brokers. Zywave’s CPQ – Employee Benefits solution, which will now feature Reliance 
Matrix dental and vision products, is designed to make quoting and placing plans simple and streamlined. 
 
“A partnership with Zywave is a huge win for everyone,” said Matthew Ennis, Director, Strategy, Product & 
Marketing. “Brokers have the opportunity to quote and place our plans for their clients with ease thanks to the 
greater efficiency that Zywave offers, and Reliance Matrix benefits from new exposure generated by having a 
presence on this game-changing platform.” 
 
Reliance Matrix and Zywave are aligned in their posture as technology-driven companies. This collaboration 
keeps Reliance Matrix on the cutting-edge of insurance technology and readies the enterprise for the digital 
revolution of the industry, which shows no signs of slowing down. 
 
“By placing our products on the Zywave platform, Reliance Matrix has opened itself up to a host of new 
business,” Ennis asserted. “The sheer volume of quotes Reliance Matrix will now be able to access could never 
be matched through traditional quoting methods. This partnership illustrates our commitment to staying at the 
forefront of industry technological advancements.” 

 
Visit www.RelianceMatrix.com for more information. 

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.RelianceMatrix.com&esheet=53274033&newsitemid=20230123005009&lan=en-US&anchor=www.RelianceMatrix.com&index=1&md5=9cb36af0f277983d74b159dcb5d94a53
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About Reliance Matrix 

 

Reliance Matrix delivers employee benefit, absence management and workforce productivity solutions through 
the financial stability of a top-rated insurance carrier, the proven innovation of an absence TPA, and the daily 
commitment of thousands of team members across America. Where larger competitors offer size, we inspire 
confidence and long-term engagement through integration, reliability, and dedication to providing customized 
solutions. 

 
Born in 1907, Reliance Standard Life Insurance Company is a leading provider of employee benefits, absence 
management and retirement savings solutions. Matrix Absence Management traces its roots to Silicon Valley at 
the dawn of the tech boom. Seamless and secure, we innovate and deliver products and programs to help 
individuals, employers, brokers, and fiduciaries protect and nurture those most important to them. 

 
Reliance Matrix is a member of the Tokio Marine Group. Tokio Marine Holdings, Inc., the ultimate holding 
company of the Tokio Marine Group, is incorporated in Japan and is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. The 
Tokio Marine Group operates in the property and casualty insurance, reinsurance, and life insurance sectors 
globally. The Group’s main operating subsidiary, Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire (TMNF), was founded in 1879 and 
is the oldest and leading property and casualty insurer in Japan. 
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